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Abstract.
We study the (Ramond twisted) representations of the affine Walgebra Wk(g, f) in the case that f admits a good even grading. We establish the vanishing and the almost irreducibility of the corresponding
BRST cohomology. This confirms some of the recent conjectures of Kac
and Wakimoto [KW08]. In type A, our results give the characters of
all irreducible ordinary (Ramond twisted) representations ofWk(.sln, f)
for all nilpotent elements f and all non-critical k, and prove the existence of modular invariant representations conjectured in [KW08].

§1.

Introduction

Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra, f a nilpotent element of g,
.9 the non-twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra associated with g. Let
Wk(g, f) be the affine W -algebra associated with (g, f) at level k E C,
defined by the method of the quantum BRST reduction [FF90, dBT94,
KRW03].
The vertex algebra Wk(g, f) is in general ~Z~ 0 -graded [KW04].
Therefore it is natural [KW08] to consider its Ramond twisted representations1. In fact it is in the Ramond twisted representations where
the corresponding finite W -algebra Wfin(g,f) [Lyn79, dBT93, Pre02]
appears as its Zhu algebra, according to [DSK06].
In the previous paper [Ara07] we studied the representations of
Wk(g, f) in the case that f is a principal nilpotent element. In the
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11f f is an even nilpotent element then Wk(g, f) is Z~ 0 -graded and Ramond
twisted representations are usual (untwisted) representations.
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present paper we study the Ramond twisted representations of Wk(g, f)
in the case that f admits a good even grading. All nilpotent elements
in type A satisfy this condition.
There is a natural BRST (co )homology functor HffRST (?) from a
suitable category of representations of g at level k to the category of
Ramond twisted representations of Wk(g, f). In our case H~RST(M)
is essentially the same BRST cohomology studied in the recent work
[KW08] of Kac and Wakimoto. In the case that f is a principal nilpotent
element this functor is identical to the "-"-reduction functor studied in
[FKW92, Ara04, Ara07].
The main result of this paper is the vanishing and the almost irreduciblity of the BRST cohomology (Theorem 5.5.4). Though our formulation is slightly different from that of [KW08], this result proves
Conjecture B of [KW08], partially. Here, recall [DSK06] that a positive
energy representation M = EBdEdo+Z>o Md, Mdo =1- 0, of a vertex algebra Vis called almost irreducible if M is generated by Mdo and there is
no graded submodule of M intersecting Mdo trivially. In particular an
almost irreducible module M is irreducible if and only if its "top part"
Mdo is irreducible over the Zhu algebra of V.
In our case the top part of the BRST cohomology functor is identical to the Lie algebra homology functor (the Whittaker functor [Mat90a,
BK08]) from the highest weight category of g to the category ofWfin(g, f)modules (see §5.4). Therefore our result reduces the study of the BRST
cohomology functor to that of the Whittaker functor in the representations theory of finite W -algebras.
Although the representation theory of finite W-algebras has been
rapidly developing (cf. [Pre07, Pre06, LoslO, BGK08]), not much is
known about the Whittaker functor associated with wfin(g, f) except
for some special cases [Mat90a], unless g = .s[n: In type A, Brundan
and Kleshchev [BK08] determined the characters of all irreducible finitedimensional representations of wfin(.stn, f), by showing that the Whittaker functor sends an simple module to zero or a simple module, and
any simple Wfin(.stn, f)-module is obtained in this manner. It follows
that in type A the almost irreduciblity of the BRST cohomology actually implies the irreduciblity, and furthermore, any irreducible ordinary2
representation of Wk(.stn, f) is isomorphic to HffRST(L(>.)) for some irreducible highest weight representation L(>.) of 5in with highest weight
>.. (Theorem 5.7.1). Hence our result shows that the character of every irreducible ordinary Ramond twisted representation of Wk(.stn, f) at
2 An irreducible positive energy representation of a vertex algebra is called
ordinary if its all homogeneous subspaces are finite-dimensional.
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any level k E C is determined by that of the corresponding irreducible
highest weight representation of g, which is known [KTOO] (in terms of
the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials) provided that k is non-critical. This
generalizes the main results of [Ara05, Ara07].
The most important representations of a vertex algebra are those
irreducible ordinary representations whose normalized characters are
modular invariant. Kac and Wakimoto [KW08] have recently discovered the remarkable triples (g, j, k), for which the (nonzero) normalized Euler-Poincare characters of the BRST cohomology H~RST(L(.X)),
with the coefficient in the .irreducible principal admissible representations L(.X) of g at level k, are homomorphic functions on the complex
upper half plane and span an S£2 (Z)-invariant space3 • Our results show
in type A that these Euler-Poincare characters are indeed characters of
irreducible Ramond twisted representations ofWk(.stn, f), as conjectured
in [KW08] (see Theorem 5.9.2) 4 .
Acknowledgments. The author is grateful to Professor M. Wakimqto
for explaining his joint work [KW08] with Professor V. Kac, and to
Professor A. Premet for very useful discussion on finite W-algebras. He
is grateful to Professor Simon Goodwin who pointed out a mistake in
the first version of the paper. The results of the paper were reported
in part at TMS & AMS Joint International Conference in Taichung in
December 2005, in "Representation Theory of Algebraic Groups and
Quantum Groups 06" in Nagoya in June 2006 and in "Exploration of
New Structures and Natural Constructions in Mathematical Physics" in
Nagoya in March 2007.

Notation. Throughout this paper the ground field is the complex number
C and tensor products and dimensions are always meant to be as vector
spaces over C.
§2.

Preliminaries on vertex algebras and their twisted representations

In this section we collect the necessary information on vertex algebras and their (twisted) representations. The textbook [Kac98, FBZ04]
3 In the case that f is a principal nilpotent the existence of modular invariant representation of Wk(g, f) was conjectured by Frenkel, Kac and Wakimoto
[FKW92] and proved in [Ara07].
4It seems that the "top parts" of modular invariant representations are in
general "generic" representations of Wlin(g, f), see Theorem 5.8.1.
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and the papers [Li96, BK04, DSK06) are our basic references in this
section.
2.1. Fields
Let V be a vector space. For a formal series a(z) E (End V)[[z, z- 1)),
we set a(n) = Resz zna(z), where Resz denotes the coefficient of z- 1 .
An element a(z) = L::nEZ a(n)Z-n- 1 E (End V)[[z, z- 1 )) is called a
field on V if a(n)V = 0 for all v E V and n » 0.
The normally ordered product

(1)

: a(z)b(z)

:=

a(z)_b(z) + b(z)a(z)+

of two fields a(z) and b(z) is also a field, where a(z)_ == L:n<O a(n)z-n- 1
and a(z)+ = L:n>O a(n)Z-n- 1 .
Two fields a(z) and b(z) are called mutually local if

(2)

(z- wna(z), b(w)]

= 0

for r

»

0

in (End V)[[z, z-1, w, w- 1]].
Set

(3)

8(z- w)

L::Znw-n- 1

=

E

C[[z,z-l,w,w- 1 ]].

nEZ

The locality (2) gives

(4)

[a(z), b(w)]

=

:E(a(w)(n)b(w))at'l8(z- w),
n~O

where .a[n]
w

= onfn'
w
.,

J':}
Uw

=

..2....
8w' and

a(w)(n)b(w)

= Resz(z-

wt[a(z), b(w)].

2.2. Vertex algebras
A vertex algebra is a vector space V equipped with the following
data:
• A vector 1 E V (vacuum vector),
• T E End V (translation operator),
• A collection {a"'(z) = L:nEza(n)z-n- 1 ;a E A} of fields on V,
where A is an index set (generating fields),
These data are subject to the following:
(i) Tl = 0,
(ii) [T, a"'(z)] = Oza"'(z) for all a E A,
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(iii) a"'(z)l E V[[z]] for all a E A,
(iv) the vectors a(~!) ... a(;,r)l with r

~ 0, ai E A and mi E Z
span V,
(v) for any a,/3 EA the fields a"'(z) and a!3(z) mutually local.

Let V be a vertex algebra. There exists a unique linear map

V-+ (EndV)[[z,z- 1]],

(5)

a 1---t Y(a,z) = L.:>(n)Z-n- 1
nEZ

such that
(i) Y(a, z) is a field on V for any a E V,
(ii) Y(a, z) and Y(b, z) are mutually local for any a, bE V,
(iii) [T, Y(a, z)] = ozY(a, z) for any a E V,
(iv) Y(a, z)l E V[[z]] and lim Y(a, z)l =a for any a E V,
z--+0

(v) Y(a(_ 1)1, z) = a"'(z) for any generating filed a"'(z).
The map Y(?, z) is called the state-field correspondence.
A Hamiltonian of a vertex algebra V is a diagonalizable operator
H E End V such that
[H, Y(a, z)] = Y(Ha, z)

+ zozY(a, z)

for all a E V.

A vertex algebra with a Hamiltonian His called graded. If a is a eigenvector of H its eigenvalue is called the conformal weight of a and denoted
by ~a· Let 5

VA= {a

E

V;Ha

=~a},

2.3. Twisted representations of vertex algebras
Let N EN. AnN -twisted field a(z) on a vector space M is a formal
power series in z 1 fN, z- 1 /N of the form

a(z) =

(6)

L

a(n)Z-n- 1 '

a(n)

E

End(M)

nE-l:iZ
such that a(n)m = 0 for all mE M and n » 0.
Two N-twisted fields a(z) and b(z) on Mare called mutually local
if they satisfy (2) in (EndM)[[z 1/N,z- 1/N,w 1/N,w-1/N]].
5 This

differs from the notation in [Ara07].
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Let V be a vertex algebra, a an automorphism of V of order N. A
a-twisted representation of Vis a vector space M equipped with a linear
map from V to the space of N-twisted fields on M,
V-+(EndM)[[zk,z-k]],

af-tYM(a,z)= L

a~)z-n- 1 ,

nEit-Z

such that

(7)

yM (aa, z) = yM (a, e 21riz),

(8)

yM (1, z)

= idM,

and

(9)

~ ( 7) (a(r+i)b)~+n-i)
= ~(-1)i (:)

for a E V], bE V, mE

(a~+r-i)b~+i)- (-1Yb~+r-i)a~+i))

-k + Z, n E -f;rZ, r E Z, where

(10)
The relation (9) is called the twisted Borcherds identity.
By setting r = 0 in (9), one obtains

(11)
or equivalently,
CX)

(12)

[YM (a, z), yM (b, w)] = LyM (a(i)b, w)atl8j(z- w)
i=O

for a E V], where
w n z -n-1 .
nEj/N+Z

In particular Y M (a, z) and Y M (b, z) are mutually local.
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The relation (11) gives [Li96]
(13)
YM(a(n)b,w)
= Resz

f (-jkN)

zjfN-kw-jfN (z- wt+k[yM (a, z), yM (b, w)]

k=O

for all n ~ 0. The sum in (13) is finite because of the locality. (In reality
(13) holds for all n E Z in an appropriate sense, see [Li96]).
Set b = 1, r = -2, n = 0 in (9). It follows that

(14)
Suppose that Vis graded by a Hamiltonian H. A a-twisted representation M is called graded if there exists an diagonalizable operator
H M on M such that
(15)
for all a E V and n E iifZ. If a is homogeneous, (15) is equivalent to

(16)
We set

(17)
ford E C.
A positive energy u-twisted representation6 of V is a graded utwisted representation M of V such that there exists a finite set d 1 , ... ,
dr E C such that Md = 0 unless d E Ui di + Z~o· Let V-mloDcr be
the category of positive energy u-twisted representations of V, whose
morphisms are graded homomorphisms of u-twisted representations.
An ordinary u-twisted representation of V is a positive energy utwisted representation of V such that dim Md < oo for all d. Let V -moiler
be the full subcategory of V-mloDcr consisting of ordinary u-twisted representations.
When u = idv, u-twisted representations are just usual (non-twisted)
representations. We set V-mloD = V-mloilidv and V-moD = V-moDidv·
6 A positive energy representations is also called an admissible representation
in the literature.
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2.4.

H -twisted Zhu algebras

Let V be a vertex algebra graded by a Hamiltonian H. Assume that
VA f. 0 unless 6. E 1fZ. Then aH := e 21riH: V-+ Vis an automorphism
of order at most N.
If M is a graded a H- twisted representations of V then the number
n- 6.a + 1 in (16) is always an integer. Set a~= a~+Aa-l)' so that

(18)

YM(a,z)

= L:a;::z-n-Aa,

[HM,a;::]

= -na;::.

nEZ

Define the H-twisted Zhu algebra [Zhu96, DSK06] ZhHV by
(19)
where V o V is the span of the vectors

a o b :=

L (~a) a(r-2)b
r~O

with homogeneous vectors a, b E V. The ZhH V is an associative algebra
with the multiplication

a* b =

L (~a) a(r-l)b.
r~O

Let M be an object of V-91toilaH" Denote by vtop the sum of homogeneous subspace Vd such that Vd' = 0 for all d' Ed- N. Then vtop is
naturally a module over ZhH V by the following action:

(20)

(a+ Vo V)m

=

a(t-l)m =

a{jlm.

Theorem 2.4.1 ([Zhu96, DSK06]). The map M 1-+ Mtop gives a
bijective correspondence between simple objects of V -91toilaH and irreducible ZhH V -modules.
TheM is said to be almost highest weight if (1) Mtop = Md for some
d and (2) M is generated by Mtop over V. TheM is said to be almost
co-highest weight if (1) Mtop = Md for some d and (2) M contains no
graded submodule intersecting Mtop trivially. The M is called almost
irreducible [DSK06] if M is both almost highest weight and almost cohighest weight. Clearly, an almost irreducible module is simple if and
only if Mtop is irreducible over ZhH V.
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Affine W -algebras

3.1. The setting
Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra, f a nilpotent element of
g. The corresponding affine W-algebra Wk(g, f) at the level k E C is
defined by the method of the quantum BRST reduction. This method
was discovered by Feigin and Frenkel [FF90) who used it to define the
W-algebra Wk(g, f) associated with the principal nilpotent elements f.
The most general definition of Wk(g, f) was given by Kac, Roan and
Wakimoto [KRW03), and the definition of Wk(g, f) given in [KRW03,
KW04] involves another data, namely a good grading of g for f. However,
thanks to the results [BG07] of Brundan and Goodwin, the definition of
Wk(g, f) does not depend on the choice of a good grading for f.
Throughout this paper we assume that f admits a good even grading
unless otherwise stated, that is, there exists a Z-grading
(21)
of g such that f E g-1 and ad f : g<o -+ g<o is surjective, where
g::;o = ffij::;o gj g<o = ffij<O gj. The last condition is equivalent to that
ad f: g>o-+ g2o is injective, where g2o = EBj 2 o gj and g>o = ffij>O gj·
By definition there exists an exact sequence
(22)
where gf is the centralizer off in g.
One can find a .sl2-triple (e, h, f) in g such that e E g1, hE g0 , see
Lemma 1.1 of [EK05). Below we write ho for h. Also, there exists a
semisimple element xo E g0 that defines the Z-grading, i.e.,

(23)

gj ={a E g; [xo, a] = ja}.

Let ( I ) be the normalized invariant bilinear form on g, that is,
= 1/2hv x the Killing form on g, where h v is the dual Coxeter
number of g. Set

(I)
(24)

and let Ox

(25)

x = X! =

(!I?) E g*,

c g* be the coadjoint orbit of x,
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By (22) one has
(26)

dimiko =
3.2.

1

2(dimg- dimgf) =

dx_.

Root data

Let~ be a Cartan subalgebra of go containing Xo and ho (see above).
Then~ is a Cartan subalgebra of g. Let 3. be the set of roots of g. One

has
3_ = UjEZ3_j,
where 3.j = {a E 3.; (a, xo) = j}. The 3.0 is the set of roots of the
reductive subalgebra go. Let 3.o,+ be a set of positive roots of go, 3.o,- =
-3.o,+· Then 3.+ = 3.o,+ U 3.>o is a set of positive roots of g, where
3.>o = Uj>03.j. Likewise, 3._ = 3.o,- U 3.<o is a set of negative roots of
g, where 3.<o = Uj<03.j. Let go = fio,- E9 ~ E9 fio,+ and g = fi_ E9 ~ E9 fi+
be the corresponding triangular decompositions of g0 and g, respectively.
Let p be the half sum of positive roots of g.
Let Q, Qv, P and pv be the root lattice, the coroot lattice, the
weight lattice and the coweight lattice of g, respectively. Denote by W
the Weyl group of g.
Set 1 = {1, ... , rankg}. Let {Ja; a E 1 U 3.±} be a Chevalley basis
of g such that Ja with a E 3. is a root vector of root a and { Ji; i E 1} is
a basis of~- Denote by c~,b the corresponding structure constant. Let
g 3 x t---7 xt E g be the anti-Lie algebra involution defined by J~ =La
(a E 3.) and Jf = Ji (i E 1).
3.3. Kac-Moody Lie algebras
Let g be the Kac-Moody affinization of g:

(27)
where g[t, C

(28)
(29)

1)

= g®C[t, C 1 ). The commutation relations are given by

[X(m), Y(n)] = [X, Y](m + n) + m8m+n,o(XIY)K,
[D, X(m)) = mX(m), [K, g) = 0

for X, Y E g, m,n E Z, where X(m) = X®tn. The subalgebra g®C c g
is naturally identified with g.
The form ( I ) is extended from g to the invariant symmetric bilinear
of g as follows:

(X(m)IY(n)) = (XIY)8m+n,o, (DIK) = 1,
(X(m)ID) = (X(m)IK) =(DID)= (KIK) = 0.
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We fix the triangular decomposition g = n_ EB ~ EB n+ as usual:

(30)

~ = 6EBCKEBCD,

(31)
(32)

n_ =iL[C 1 ]EB6[C 1 ]C 1 EBii+[C 1 ]C 1 ,
n+ = iL [t]t EB 6[t]t EB fi+[t].

Let ~* = 6* EB CAo EB C8 be the dual space of~- Here, Ao and 8 are
dual elements of K and D, respectively. For>. E ~*,the number (>., K)
is called the level of >..
Let Xbe the restriction of>. E ~* to 6*. We refer to Xas the classical
part of>..
Let ~ be the set of roots of g, ~+ the set of positive roots, ~- =
-~+· Then,~= ~re U ~im, where ~re is the set of real roots and ~im
is the set of imaginary roots. Let~±= ~ren~± and~~= ~imn~±·
One has
~~={a+n8;aE.&+, n~O}U{-a+n8;aE.&+, n~l}.

Let Q be the root lattice, Q+ = EaE~+ Z~ 0 a c Q. We define a partial
ordering J.L::::; >.on~* by>.-'- J.L E Q+.
Let W C GL(~*) be the Weyl group of g generated by the reflections
Sa with a E ~re, where sa(>.) = >.- (>., av)a for >. E ~*. The dot action
of Won~* is defined bywo>.=w(>.+p)-p, wherep=p+hVA0 E ~*
and h v is the dual Coxeter number of g.
For>. E ~*,let

(33)
(34)
(35)

~(>.)={a

E ~re; (>. + p, av) E Z},

~+(>.) = ~(>.) n ~+'
W(>.) = (sa; a E ~(>.))

C

W.

One knows that W(>.) is a Coxeter subgroup of W, and W(>.) is called
the integral Weyl group of>. E ~*. Let £>-. : W(>.) --* Z~o be its length
function.
For an ~-module M let M>-. be the weight space of weight >. E ~*:

M>-. ={mE M;am = >.(a)m Va E ~}.
We say M admits a weight space decomposition if M = E9 >-. M >-. and
dim M>-. < oo for all >.. In this case we define the graded dual M* of M
by

(36)

M* = E9Homc(MA,C)
)o.

c

Homc(M,C).
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Also, we set 7

(37)

Md ={mE M;-Dm= dm},

(38)

D(M) =

E3J Homc(Md, C)
dEC

for a semisimple CD-module M. Note that if M is a
is a g-submodule of M for any d.

g~module

then Md

Lemma 3.3.1. Let M be a ()-module that admits a weight space
decomposition. Suppose that Md is finite-dimensional for all d. Then
D(M) = M*.
3.4. Universal affine vertex algebras
Fork E C define the g-module Vk(g) by

(39)

Vk(g) =

U(g)0u(g[tJEilCKE!lCD)ck,

where Ck is the one-dimensional representation of g[t) EEl CK EEl CD on
which g[t) EEl CD acts trivially and K acts as the multiplication by k.
Define a field J(z) on Vk(g) for J E g by

J(z)

(40)

=

L J(n)z-n-1.
nEZ

There is a unique vertex algebra structure on Vk(g) such that 1 =
101 E Vk(g) is the vacuum vector and {J(z); J E g} is a set of generating fields. The vertex algebra Vk(g) is called the universal affine vertex
algebra associated with g at level k.
3.5.
Set

Clifford vertex algebras

LiJ>O = il>o0C[t, t- 1 ],

(41)

LiJ<O = il<o0C[t, C

1 ).

They are nilpotent subalgebras of g.
Let el be the Clifford algebra associated with LiJ<o EEl LiJ>o and the
restriction of ( I ) to LiJ<O EEl LiJ>O· The Clifford algebra el is identified
with the superalgebra defined by the following generators and relations:
generators: 'I/J01.(n)

(a

E ~# 0 ,n E Z),

relations: 'I/J01.(n) is odd,

['¢0/.(m), '1/J,a(n)]
7 This

=

801.+,8,o8m+n,O

differs from the notation in [Ara07).

(a, (3 E ~#0• m, n E Z).
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Here LS.#o = LS.<o U LS.>o and the bracket [ , ] denotes the supercommutator.
The algebra ez contains the Grassmann algebras A(LfJ<o) and A(Lg> 0 )
as its subalgebras; A(Lg<o) = (1/Ja(n); a E LS.<o, n E .Z), A(L9>o) =
(1/Ja(n); a E LS.>o, n E .Z). One has
(42)
as linear spaces.
In view of (42), the adjoint action of b on Lg<o EEl Lg>o induces an
action of b on el: el = EB >-EQ el>-.
Let A T+•(Lg>o) be the irreducible representation of el generated
by the vector 1 such that

(43)

'l/Ja(n)1 = 0

if a+ n8 E ilf'.

Then AT+•(Lg> 0 ) = A(L9<o n n_)Q9 A(L9>o n n_) as linear spaces.
We regard A T+•(Lg> 0 ) as an b-module under this identification:

The space A T+•(Lg>o) is Z-graded by charge:
(44)
The charge of 1, 1/Ja(n) and 1/J-a(n) with a E LS.>o and n E .Z are 0,
-1 and 1, respectively. The ez-module AT+•(Lg> 0 ) is often called the
space of semi-infinite forms on Lg>o·
There is a unique vertex (super)algebra structure on A T+•(L9>o)
such that 1 is the vacuum vector, and
(45)

L 1/Ja(n)z-n-l with a E LS.>o,
1/Ja(z) = L 1/Ja(n)z-n with a E LS.<o
1/Ja(z) =

nEZ

(46)

nEZ

are generating fields. The vertex algebra A T+•(Lg>o) is also called the
Clifford vertex algebra associated with Lg>O·
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The W -algebra Wk (ij, f)

3.6.

Because both Vk(g) and
sor product

1\ ~+·(Lg>o)

are vertex algebras, the ten-

(47)
is also a vertex algebra. Set Ci = Vk(g)® 1\ ~+i(Lg> 0 ), so that

(48)
Let Q(z) be the odd field on c• defined by

(49)

Q(z) = Qst(z)

+ x(z),

where

E

x(z) =

x(Ja)1P-a(z)

aEii>o
(X is defined in (24)). One has
[Q(z), Q(w)] = 0,

(50)
and therefore,

Q~O)

(51)

= 0

because Q(z) is odd. (Recall that Q(o) = Resz Q(z), see §2.1.)
Since Q(o)Ci c Ci+l, (c•, Qco)) is a cochain complex.

Definition 3.6.1. The universal affine W -algebra Wk(g, f) associate with (g, f) at level k is the zeroth cohomology of the complex

(c•,Qco)):

(52)
TheW-algebra Wk(g, f) inherits the vertex algebra structure from

c·.
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The Hamiltonian of Wk (£,f)

Set
1
H=-D--ho
2 '

(53)

where h0 is the element in the s( 2 -triple {e, h0 ,!} fixed in §3.1. The
right-hand-side is considered as an element of [J which acts diagonally
on the complex c• = Vk(£)0 1\ T+•(L£> 0 ).
One knows that H defines a Hamiltonian on c• (cf. §4.9 of [Kac98]).
Lemma 3.7.1. One has [H, Qco)] = 0,
Obviously [H, Q(~)]

Proof.

= 0. Also,

a(ho) = 2 for all a such that x(Ja)

(54)

This gives [H, X(o)]

-=F

0.

= 0. Therefore [H, Qco)] = 0.

Q.E.D.

From Lemma 3.7.1 it follows that H defines a Hamiltonian of Wk(£, f).
One has
Wk(£, f)=

EB Wk(£, fb,
AE!Z

(55)

Wk(£,fb ={a E Wk(jj,f);Ha

= .6.a}.

Generating fields of Wk (£, f)

3.8.
Set

(56)

ia(z) =

L ia(n)z-n-l = Ja(z)- L
nEZ

c~,(3: 'l/J-(3(z)'lj;'Y(z):

(3,"(EA>o

for a E l U LS... One has [KW04, (2.5)] on

c•

(57) [ia(m), h(n)]

=L

c~,bJd(m + n) + ( (k + hv)(alb)- ~K:g 0 (a, b)) mbm+n,O id,

d

~
(58) [Ja(m),
'l/Ja(n)]

(3
= ""
~ ca,a'¢f3(m
+ n)
d

provided that either a, bE LS..2: 0 Uland a E LS..>o, or a, bE LS..::;o Uland
a E LS..<o, where K:g 0 (a,b) is the Killing form of £0 .
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Let C.f. be the vertex subalgebra of c• generated by the fields Ja(z)
and 'l/J(3(z) with a E lu~::;o and (3 E ~<O· Here ~::;o = Uj::;o~j- By
(57) and (58), q. is spanned by the vectors

1a

1

(m1) · ·

.Yar (mr )'l/J(3 (nl) · · · 'l/J(3. (ns)1
1

with ai E l U ~::;o, f3i E ~<o, mi, ni E Z.
Similarly let C~ be the vertex subalgebra of c• generated by the
fields Ja(z) and 'l/J(3(z) with a, (3 E ~>O· Then C~ is spanned by the
vectors

with ai E ~>O• f3i E ~>0• mi, ni E Z.
One has the linear isomorphism

(59)
Moreover it was shown [KW04] (cf. [dBT94, FBZ04]) that both
subcomplexes of c·' and that

Hi(c~) = {co

C±

are

(i = o)
(i#O).

Therefore by the Ki.inneth theorem

(60)
It follows that we may identify Wk(g, f) with the vertex subalgebra
H 0 (C.f.) of c• (Note that the cohomological gradation takes only nonnegative values on C.f.. ):
(61)

Let g~ = gf ®C[t, r 1 ] EB C1 be the central extension of the Lie algebra gf ®C[t, r 1 ] with respect to the 2-cocycle (!>k, defined by ¢k( a, b) =
(k + hv)(aib)- ~Jol;g 0 (a,b). Set

v.Pk(g 1) = U(g{ff)®u(gf®C[tJ EBICl)c
where Cis the gf ®C[t] EB C1-module on which gf ®C[t] acts trivially and
1 acts as 1.
By (57) one can regard V¢k (gf) as a vertex subalgebra of Vk(g).
Theorem 3.8.1 ([KW04]). For any k E C one has the following.
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(i)
(ii)

It holds that Hi(C+) = 0 for all i -=1- 0. Therefore Hi(c•) = 0
for all i -=1- 0.
There exists an exhaustive, separated filtration {Fp Wk(g, f)}
of the vertex algebra Wk(g, f) such that

grF wk (fJ, f) ~ v<~>k (gf)
as graded vertex algebras.
Remark 3.8.2. The filtration in Theorem 3.8.1 arises from the
spectral sequence associated with the filtration of C+ defined by

(>.,xo)~p-n

(cf. §4 of [Ara07]).
Because gf is preserved by the adjoint action of x 0 and h 0 , there
exists a basis {u1 ;j = 1, ... ,dim!Jf} of !Jf consisting of simultaneous
eigenvectors of ad xo and ad h 0 . Let d1 E ~ Z~o be the half of the
eigenvalue of ad h0 on u 1 :

(62)
By Theorem 3.8.1 there exist homogeneous elements W(j) ofWk(!J, f)
with j = 1, ... ,dim!Jf whose symbols are u 1 (-1)1, and Wk(g,f) is
(strongly [Kac98]) generated by the fields
·

(63)
in c•. The vector wUl has the conformal weight 1 + d1 . Thus it follows
that Wk(!J, f) is positively graded:

(64)

Wk(g, f)=

E9

Wk(!J, f)t:..,

Wk(g, !) 0

=

Cl.

6.E!Z~ 0

§4.

Ramond twisted representation of affine W-algebras
4.1. Ramond twisted representations of Wk (!J, f)
Let O"R : c· --+ c· be the automorphism of order :'S: 2 defined by

(65)

By (54), O"R fixes the vector Q
an automorphism of Wk(g, f).

= Q(-l)l.

Therefore [KW05]

O"R

defines
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A <7R-twisted representation of Wk(g, f) is called a Ramond twisted
representation of Wk(g, f).
Note that aR = aH (see §2.4 and (53)). Therefore Ramond twisted
representations are exactly the H-twisted representations.
Remark 4.1.1. If the nilpotent element f is even then <7R is trivial.
In this case a Ramond twisted representations are usual (non-twisted)
representations.
Proposition 4.1.2. Let M be a awtwisted representation of c•.
Then the space

ker((Q)f;f): M-+ M)
im((Q)f;f) : M-+ M)
is naturally a Ramond twisted representation of Wk(g, f).
Proof. By (11) and (51), the square of (Q)f;f) is equal to zero.
Therefore the above space is well-defined. The rest also follows from

(11).
4.2.
Set

Q.E.D.
<7R-twisted representations of c•
g~yn

= {x

E

g; [ho,x] = 2jx}.

Then g = EBiE!Z g~yn gives a good grading for f, called the Dynkin
grading [KRW03].
Let
gR

=

E9 !Jfyn®Cti EB CK EB CD
iE!Z

be the <1 wtwisted affine Lie algebra [Kac90], where !Jfyn

=

EB

!J!?yn,

rE!Z
r;;;;j (mod Z)

and the commutation relations are given by the same formula as g.
The nilpotent element f is called even if g~yn = 0 for all i E 1/2 +Z.
In such a case the twisted affine Lie algebra gR coincides with the nontwisted one.
We write J(n)R for J®tn E gR. Also, to avoid confusion we write
K R and DR for K and D in gR, respectively.
Lemma 4.2.1. Let M be a vector space. Defining a aR-twisted
Vk(g)-module structure on M is equivalent to defining a gR-module
structure on M of level k such that J(n)Rm = 0 for all m E M and
n~O.
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By (12), given a o-R-twisted module structure on M one has

[YM (J(-1)1, z), yM (J'( -1)1, w)J

(66)

= yM ([J, J']( -1)1, w)8j(Z- w) + k(JIJ') idM 8w8j(Z- w)
for J E

gfyn, J'

g. It follows that the correspondence J(n)R

E

r-+

(J(-1)1)~) define a representation of gR on M of level k with J(n)Rm =
0 for m E M and n » 0.
Conversely, suppose that we are given a gR-module structure on M
of level k such that J(n)Rm = 0 for m E M and n » 0. Define a
2-twisted filed J (z) R on M by

(67)

L

J(z)R =

J(n)Rz-n-l

for J E

gfyn.

nEj+Z

These fields satisfy the same formula as (66):
(68)

[J(z)R, J'(w)RJ = [J, J'](w)R8j(z- w)
for J E

g])yn
and J'
J

E

+ k(JIJ') idM 8w8j(Z- w).

g.

Let V be a vertex algebra generated by J(z)R with J E g in the
space of 2-twisted fields on M in the sense of Li [Li96]. By (68) it follows that the correspondence J(-1)1 r-+ J(z)R defines a vertex algebra
homomorphism from Vk(g) to V (cf. (13)). Thanks to Proposition 3.17
of [Li96], this completes the proof.
Q.E.D.
Let elR be the superalgebra generated by the odd fields '1/Ja(n)R
(a E .::5.7'0 := .::5.>0 U .::5.< 0 , n E o:(h0)/2 + Z) with the relations ['1/Ja(m)R,

'I/J{3(n)RJ = 8m+n,o8a+f3,0·
The proof of the following assertion is the same as that of Lemma
4.2.1.
Lemma 4.2.2. Let M be a elR-module such that '1/Ja(n)Rm = 0 for
all mE M, o: E .::5.7' 0 and n » 0. Then the formulas

nEa(ho)/2+Z

nEa(ho)/2+Z

defines a uwtwisted

1\ T+•(Lg> 0)-module structure

on M.
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Set Uk(gR) = U(gR)j(K- kl). Let M be a Uk(gR)®elR-module
such that J(n)Rm = '1/Ja(n)Rm = 0 for n » 0, m E M, J E g and
a E b.;6o· Then by Lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, M can be naturally considered as a O"R-twisted representation of c•. By Proposition 4.1.2,
the space ker(Q)f;r/ im(Q)f;r) is a Ramond twisted representation of
Wk(g, !). One has

(69)
where (Q 8 t)f;r) and xf;r) are explicitly expressed as follows:

aEa>O
nEa(ho)/2+Z

1
2

xM)

=

L

a,.B,"fEA>o
kEa(ho) /2+Z,lE,B(ho) /2+Z

x(Ja)'l/J-a(1)M.

aE..i>o

4.3. Identification with non-twisted representations
The superalgebra U(gR)®elR is isomorphic to U(g)®el [KW08]:
the isomorphism is given by:
~

t-!ho :Ja(n)
Ji ( n)
KR
R

R

R

f-t

f-t
f-t

Ja(n + a(ho)/2)
Ji(n)

1
+ 28n,o(hoiJi)K

f-t

(i E f, n E Z),

K,
1

2ho(O),
'1/Ja(n)R f-t '1/Ja(n + a(ho)/2)
D

(a E b.),

D-

(a E b.;6o, n E Z),

Set Uk(g) = U(g)j(K ~ k) for k E C. Let w0 E Aut(Uk(g)®el)
be a lift of the longest element w0 of the Weyl group W of g such that
Wo(Ja(n)) = Cw 0 (a)Jw 0 (a)(n) (a E b.), Wo('l/Ja(n)) = Cw 0 (a)'l/Jwo(a)(n)
(a E b.>o) , Wo('l/J-a(n)) = c:~(a)'l/J-wo(a)(n) (a E b.>o) wit)l Ca E C*.
Set

(70)
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Let M be a (non-twisted) positive energy representation of Vk(g).
Then the space M® 1\ ~+·(LiJ>o) can be regarded as a O"R-twisted representation of Uk(g)®el, by the action

(71)

u·m=yo(u)m

formE M® 1\ ~+·(Lg> 0 ) and u E Uk(gR)rg;elR. We have

(Q)~)®/\~+•(L9>ol

=

Q_ = Q~

+X-,

where

(72)

Q~ =

L

Ja( -n)'I/J-a(n)

1
2

(73)

X-

=

L

c;;- 1 xU-a)'I/J-a(O).

aEl>.<o
One has
Q_(M®

f\

22.+i
2

(LiJ>o))

c M® f\

22.+i-1

(LiJ>o).

2

It follows that by Proposition 4.1.2 the homology space

H.BRST (M)

:=

-

H.(M® /\~+• (Lfl>o), Q_)

can be considered as a Ramond twisted representation of Wk(g, f).
The awtwisted representation M® 1\ ~+·(Lg> 0 ) of Uk(g)®el is
graded by the Hamiltonian -D, which acts on it diagonally. Obviously D commutes with Q_, and hence H~RST(M) is graded by the
Hamiltonian -D. It follows that we have obtained the functor

Remark 4.3.1. One has H~RST(M) = H~+•(LiJ<o, M®Cx_),
where the right-hand-side is the Feigin's semi-infinite Lg< 0 -homology
[Fel84] with the coefficient in the Lg< 0 -module M ®Cx_, and X- is identified with the character ofLiJ<o such that x-(J-a(n)) = Dn,oc~ 1 x(Ja)·
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4.4. Finite W-algebras as H-twisted Zhu algebras
Let M E Wk(g, f)-9Jto(JaR and suppose that Mtop is concentrated
in one degree: Mtop = Mdo. Then
ffi
w

H.BRST (M) __

HBRST (M)

.

d,

dEdo+Z<:o

and therefore,
HBRST(M)
•
top

(75)

= HBRST(M)
•
do'

provided that H!fRST(M)do =/= 0.
In this case H!fRST(M)top is easily described as follows. Identify
the Grassmann algebra A. (lJ<O) of lJ<O with the subalgebra of ez generated by ?fla(O) with o: E LS.<O· Then A•(lJ<o) is also identified with the
subspace A T+•(L!J>o)top of A T+•(LiJ>o). One has
H!fRST (M)top =

(76)

Ho(Mtop®

1\ •(!J<o), Q_ ).

One sees that the operator Q_ acts on Mtop®A.(iJ<o) as

(77)

Q_ =

L

(Ja(O)

+ c;:;-L\:(La))?fl-a(O)

<>E~<O

From this formula it follows that the complex (Mtop®A.(iJ<o),Q-) is
identical to the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex which defines the Lie algebra lJ<o-homology H~ie(lJ<o, Mtop®Cx_) with the coefficient in the
lJ<o-module M®Cx_, where Cx_ = U(iJ<o)/ ker X- and X- is the character of lJ<o defined by

Thus one has

(78)
This in particular means that H~ie(n-,Mtop®Cx_) is a module over

ZhH(Wk(g, f)).
Recall [DSK06] that
(79)
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where wfin (g, f) is the finite W -algebra associated with (g, f). The finite
W-algebra wfin(g, f) may be defined by means of the quantum BRST
reduction [KS87, DDCDS+06]: Let el be the Clifford algebra associated
with fl<O EB fl>O and ( I )tiko l!lU>o· We identify el with the subalgebra
of el generated by '1/Ja = '1/Ja(O) with a E iS..,<oo· One has the subalgebra
U(g)®el in Uk(g)®el, and Q_ can be considered as an odd element of
U(g)®el. One has (Q-) 2 = 0, and thus
(adQ_?

= 0.

Therefore (U(g)®el, ad Q_) is a chain complex (with respect the grading
by charge). The corresponding homology

H.(U(g)®el) = H.(U(g)®el,adQ_)

(80)

is naturally a /f.-graded superalgebra.
Theorem 4.4.1 ([DDCDS+06], cf. Theorem 2.4.2 of [Ara07]).
(i)
(ii)

It holds that Hi(U(g)®el) = 0 for all i =/= 0.
There is an algebra isomorphism H 0 (U(g)®el) ~ Wfin(g, f).

For a g-module M, M®A(fi<o) is naturally a U(g)®el-module. Therefore the algebra H 0 (U(g)®el) naturally acts on H~ie(g,M®Cx_). As in
the same manner as [Ara07], it follows that the action of ZhH(Wk(g, f))
on H~RST(M)top coincides with the action of H 0 (U(g)®el) on the space
H~ie(fi<o, Mtop®Cx_ ), via the isomorphisms (78) and (ii) of Theorem
4.4.1.
§5.

Representation theory of affine W-algebras via the BRST
cohomology functor

5.1. The vanishing of the Lie algebra homology
Recall the notation from §3.1 and §3.2.
Let L(5..) be the irreducible highest weight representation of g with
highest weight 5. E ~ *.
Let 0 0 (g) be the full subcategory of the category of finitely generated left g-modules consisting of objects M such that (1) dim U(n+)m <
oo for all mE M, (2) ~ acts semisimply on M, (3) M is a direct sum of
finite-dimensional flo-modules.
Set
(81)

Pft = {.\ E ~*; (.\, av)

E Z;:::o for all a E LS..o,+}·
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U(g)®u(lbo)E(5.), where E(5.) is the irreFor 5. E P0+ put Mo(5.)
ducible finite-dimensional representation of g0 with highest weight 5.,
considered as a iJ2: 0 -module on which iJ>o acts trivially. The Mo(5.)
has L(5.) as its unique simple quotient. Every simple object of Oo(g) is
isomorphic to exactly one of the L(5.) with 5. E Prj.
For a finitely generated g-module M let Dim M be the GelfandKirillov dimension of M. By (26), one has
DimM::::; dx_

(82)
for all M E Oo(g).
Set
(83)

One sees that H~ie(M) is finite-dimensional for any object M of 0 0 (g) as
in Lemma 2.5.1 of [Ara07]. From §4.4 it follows that the correspondence
M f---t H~ie(M) defines a functor from 0 0 (g) to Jin(Wfin(g, f)), the
category of finite-dimensional representations of wfin(g, f).
The following assertion is essentially proved by Matumoto [Mat90a]
(see also [Mat90b]).
'
Theorem 5.1.1.

(i)
(ii)

The functor Hfjie(?) : 0 0 (g) --+ Jin(Wfin(g, f)) is exact.
Let M be an object of 0 0 (g). One has H~ie(M) -=/= 0 if and
only ifDimM = dx_.

Proof. (i) follows from [Mat90a, Corollary 3.3.3] by using the argument of [Kos78, Theorem 4.3], see [BK08, Lemma 8.20]. (ii) follows
from (i) and [Mat90a, Corollary 3.3.2].
Q.E.D.
Because every projective object of 0 0 (g) is free over U(g< 0 ), the
following assertion follows from (i) of Theorem 5.1.1 in the same manner
as Theorem 2.5.6 of [Ara07].
Theorem 5.1.2. One has Hfie(M)
ME Oo(g).
5.2.

=

0 for all i

-=/=

0 and for all

Representations of finite W-algebras in type A

In [BK08], Brundan and Kleshchev gave a complete description of
irreducible finite-dimensional representations of wfin(g, f) in type A, as
we recall below:
Let g = sln(<C). As usual, we write 3. = {ai,j; 1 ::::; i,j ::::; n},
3.+ = {ai,j; 1::::; i < j::::; n}.
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Let YJ be the partition (Pl :::; P2 :::; · · · :::; Pr) of n corresponding
to the nilpotent element f. Following [BK08], we identify Y1 with the
Young diagram with Pi boxes in the ith row, and number the boxes of
YJ by 1, 2, ... , n down columns from left to right. The corresponding
good grading is defined so that

(84)

& 0 = { ai,j; the ith and the jth boxes belong to the same column}
(see [EK05, BK08] for details). Let
&! ={a

(85)

&~

= &f n &+.

&f

= { ai,j E

E

&;a(h) = 0 't/h

E

fjf},

It is easy to see that

&; the ith and the jth boxes belong to the same row}.

Let

wJ ={wE W;w(h) =

(86)

Then Wf is the subgroup of W

= 6n

h 't/h E fjf}.

generated by sa with a E &f.

Theorem 5.2.1 (Brundan and Kleshchev [BK08], g = stn(C)).
(i) For 5.. E Pft, Hl;ie(£(5..)) # 0 if and only if (5..+ j5, av) ~ N for
all a E &~. In this case Hl;ie(L(5.)) is irreducible. Further,
any irreducible finite-dimensional representation of wfin(g, f)
arises in this way.
(ii) Nonzero Hl;ie(L(5.)) and Hl;ie(L(p)), with 5.,p E Pft, are isomorphic if and only if jl + j5 E W f ( 5.. + p).
5.3.

The category Oo,k of g-modules

Recall the notation from §3.3.
For A E ~* let L(A) be the irreducible representation of g with
highest weight A.
Let Oo,k be the full subcategory of the category of left g-modules
consisting of objects M such that the following hold:
• K acts as the multiplication by k on M;
• M admits a weight space decomposition;
• there exists a finite subset {tt 1 , ... , ttn} of~;;, such that M
EB MIL;
J.LEUi J.Li-Q+

• for each dE C, Md is an objects of 0 0 (g) as g-modules.

=
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Set

Pfl:k = {>. E ~~;,\ E

(87)

Pft,

(>.,K)

= k}.

(88)
where M 0 (X) is considered as a !J[t] E9 <CK E9 <CD- module on which !J[t]t
acts trivially, and K and D act the multiplication by (>., K) and (>.,D),
respectively. The M 0 (>.) is an object of Oo,kl and has L(>.) as its unique
simple quotient. Every irreducible object of Ok is isomorphic to exactly
one of the L(>.) with >. E P0\ .
The correspondence M' H M* defines a duality functor on Oo,k·
Here, fJ acts on M* by

(89)

(Xf)(v)

=

f(Xtv)

where X H Xt is the anti-automorphism of fJ define by Kt = K, Dt = D
and J(n)t = Jt( -n) for J E g, n E Z.
Clearly, (M*)* = M forME Oo,k· It follows that L(>.)* = L(>.).
Let O~k be the full subcategory of Oo,k consisting of objects M
that admit a finite filtration M = M 0 ~ M 1 ~ · · · ~ Mr = 0 such that
each successive subquotient Mi/Mi+ 1 is isomorphic to some generalized
Verma module Mo(>.i) with Ai E P0\ . Dually, let OJ'k be the full

subcategory of Ok consisting of object~ M such that M* ~ ObjO~.
For >. E P0~k, let 0£~ be the Serre full subcategory of Oo,k consisting
of objects M such that M = E9 M~'. It is well-known [RCW82] that
J.tS>-

every L(t-t) that lies in o£~ admits the indecomposable projective cover

PSA(t-t) in 0£~, and hence, every finitely generated object in 0£~ is an
image of a projective object of the form EB~=l PSA(fti)· The Ps>.(t-t) is
an object of O~k· Dually, JSA(t-t) = PSA(t-t)* is the injective envelope of
L(t-t) in o£~.
5.4.

The "Top" part of the BRST cohomology

Let M be an object of Oo,k· Clearly, Mtop is a g-submodule of M.
By Theorem 5.1.2, Hfie(Mtop) = 0 for all i > 0, and Hl.Jie(Mtop) is a
finite-dimensional wfin(g, f)-module.
The following assertion follows from (78), (83) and Theorems 4.4.1
and 5.1.2.
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Lemma 5.4.1. Let M be an object ofOo,k· Assume that H~ie(Mtop) =/=
0. Then one has the following isomorphism of wfin(g, f)-modules:

~ {Hf/e(Mtop)

H"f3RST(M)
t

0

top

fori = 0
fori =/= 0.

The following assertion follows from Theorems 5.1.1, 5.1.2 and Lemma
5.4.1.
Proposition 5.4.2. One has
H"f3RST(M (A))
t
o
top

~

HfRST(Mo(A)*)top

{Hfrie(Mo(5.))
0

fori= 0
fori =/= 0,

~ {oH!Jie(Jffo(5.)*)

fori= 0
fori =/= 0,

and ifDimL(X) = dx_, then
HfRST(L(A))top

~

{Ho·!Jie(£(-\))

fori= 0
fori =!= 0.

5.5. The vanishing and the almost irreduciblity
Theorem 5.5.1. Let M be an object ofOo,k· Then H~RST(M)d is
finite-dimensional for all d. If M is an object of o£~ then HfRST ( M)d =
0 unless Iii : : ; d- (A, D).
Proof. By Theorem 5.1.2 one has Hfie(MI 9) = 0 for all i =/= 0.
Therefore by considering the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for
fJ<o C LfJ<o, the assertion follows in the same manner as Theorem 7.4.2
of (Ara07).
Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.5.1 in particular implies that H~RST(M) is an ordinary representations for all M E Oo,k· It follows that one has the functor

(90)

Oo,k--+ Wk(g,f)-moilo-R'

M--+ H~RST(M).

Theorem 5.5.2 ((KW04]). For A E P~+ one has the following:

(i)
(ii)

= 0 for all i =/= 0.
H~RST(Mo(A)) is almost highest weight.

HfRST(Mo(A))

(The proof of Theorem 5.5.2 is the same as that of Theorem 3.8.1.)
Theorem 5.5.3. For A E P~+ one has the following:
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(i)

(ii)

Hf3RST(M0 (>.)*) = 0 for all i =I= 0.
HlfRST(M0 (>.)*) is almost co-highest weight.

The proof of Theorem 5.5.3 is given in Section 6.
Though our formulation is slightly different from that of [KW08),
the following assertion essentially confirms Conjecture B of [KW08), partially (cf. Theorems 5.7.1, 5.8.1 and 5.9.2 below).
Theorem 5.5.4 (The main result). Let k be any complex number.
(i) Let M be an object ofOo,k· Then HflRST(M) = 0 for all i =!= 0.
In particular the functor HlfRST(?) : Oo,k --t Wk(g, f)-mo()"R

(ii)

is exact.
For).. E P~+' HlfRST(L(>.)) is zero or almost irreducible. Further, one has HlfRST(L(>.)) =/= 0 if and only ifDimL(X) = dx_.

Proof. We give only the sketch of the proof because it is essentially
the same as those of Theorems 7.6.1 and 7.6.3 of [Ara07).
From Theorem 5.5.2 (i) it follows that Hf3RST(M) = 0 for all i =/= 0
and M E O~k, and hence Hf3RST(P9(J.L)) = 0 for all i =/= 0 and all
J.L :::; ).. in P~+· This together with Theorem 5.5.1 gives the vanishing
of Hf3RST(M) for all i > 0 and all ME Oo,k· Likewise, Theorem 5.5.3
(i) gives HiBRST(M) = 0 for all i < 0 and all M E Oo,k· This shows
(i). (ii) follows from (i) using Theorem 5.1.1 (ii), Theorem 5.5.2 (ii) and
Theorem 5.5.3 (ii).
Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.5.5. Let ).. E P~+ with k E C. The representation
HlfRST(L(>.)) is irreducible over Wk(g, f) if and only if HlJie(L(X)) is
irreducible over wfin(:g, f).
Proof. The assertion follows immediately from Proposition 5.4.2
and Theorem 5.5.4 (ii).
Q.E.D.

5.6. The Character of HlfRST(L(>.))
Let chL(>.) be the character of L(>..): chL(>.) = L:Jl. eJl. dimL(>..)P..
One has

with some C>.,p. E Z. The coefficient C>.,p. is known by Kashiwara and
Tanisaki [KTOO] (in terms of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials) provided that k is not critical (for any simple summand of g).
Recall [KW04, KW08) that the "Cartan subalgebra'; of Wk(g, f) is
given by
(91)

t = tEBCD,

where t = fjf.
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Because it commutes with Q_, t acts on the space H~RST(M).
Let
chH~RST(L(>.)) =Lee dimH~RST(L(>.))e,
eEt*

whereH~RST(L(>.))e

= {c E H~RST(L(>.));tc = e(t)c Vt E t}.

Set
00

XH~asT(£(>.)) =

(92)

L

(-1)ichHfRST(L(>.)).

i=-oo

By the Euler-Poincare principle one has [FKW92, KRW03, KW08]
(93)

XH~RST(£(>.))

"
' C>. ,JL eJLit
~JL

= TI· (1- e-i<llt)rankg I1
J~l

aEA~+

(1- e-<>lt),

where ~re
- {a E ~re.
0,++' a E .!5.o} .
The following assertion follows immediately from Theorem 5.5.4.
Theorem 5.6.1. For>. E P~+ one has
chH~RST(L(>.)) = XH~asT(£(>.))·

5.7. Type A case
In type A, the following assertion follows immediately from (79),
Theorems 4.4.1, 5.2.1 and 5.5.4 (in the notation of §5.2).
Theorem 5. 7.1 (g = .stn_). Let k be any complex number.
(i) One has HfRST(M) = 0 for all i =f. 0 and all ME Oo,k·
(ii) For). E P~+' H~RST(L(>.)) =f. 0 if and only if (J.. + p, av) ~ N
for all a E .!5.~. In this case H~RST(L(>.)) is irreducible. Fur-

(iii)

ther, any irreducible ordinary Ramond twisted representation
of Wk(.s[n, f) arises in this way.
Nonzero H~RST(L(>.)) and H~RST(L(J.L)) with>., J.L E P~+ are
isomorphic if and only of p + p E W f (5. + p).

Theorems 5.6.1 and 5.7.1 determine 8 the characters of all irreducible
ordinary Ramond twisted representations of Wk (.s 4-t, f) for all nil potent
elements f at all non-critical levels k.
the case of f is a principal nilpotent element the characters of all irreducible positive energy representations of Wk (g, f) was previously determined
in [Ara07) (for all g and all k E C). Also, in the case f is a minimal nilpotent
element the characters of all irreducible (non-twisted) positive energy representations of Wk(g, f) was previously determined in [Ara05) (for all g and all
non-critical k).
8 In
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Remark 5. 7.2. If

g

is not of type A, it not true that nonzero

H!fRST(L(.A)) is always irreducible, see Theorem 3.6.3 of [Mat90a]. However it is likely that H!fRST (L(.A)) is a direct sum of irreducible modules.
Irreducibility of the images of principal admissible
representations
Let Prk be the set of principal admissible weights [KW89, KW08]
of g of level k. For .A E Prk one has [KW88]
5.8.

(94)

Let LS..(.A) = ~(.A) n LS.., and let W(5.) c W be the integral Weyl
group of 5. E ~* generated by sa with a E LS..(.A). The formula (94) in
particular implies that
(95)

We remark that an element .A of Prk done not necessarily belong to
Pt,+. However the Euler-Poincare character XHifRST(£(>-.)) makes sense
for all .A E Prk [KW08], and coincides with the right-hand-side of (93).
Thus it has the form
(96)

XHifRST(£(>-.))

= e(>-.,D)o[,

L

e-jo[,i.fJ>-.,j

jEZ?:.o

with
"

__ (-l)R;.(w)ewo>-.[,

6wEW(>-.)

(97)

I.{J>-.,0 =

TiaE&o,+ (1- e-<>[t)

Note that <p;..,o is the Euler-Poincare character of H!-'ie(£(5.)).
The Euler-Poincare character XH~RsT(£(>-.)) is called almost convergent [KW08] if lim <p;.. 0 (z) (z E t) exists and is non-zero. Set
z---tO

-

'

k

={A E Pr iXH~RsT(£(>-.)) is almost convergent},

(98)

Mk

(99)

Mk = Mk

-

k

n Po,+·

Theorem 5.8.1 (g arbitrary).
irreducible.

Let

.A E Mk. Then

H~RST(L(.A)) is
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Proof. By Corollary 5.5.5 it is sufficient to show that H~ie(£("5..))
is irreducible over wfin(g, f).
By Corollary 2.2 (or its proof) of [KW08] one has

Iii(>.) I = liio I·
(In our setting ~ 0 U ~ l/Z in [KW08] is identified with li 0 , see [BG07].)
Because >. E P~+' ii 0 C ii+(>.), and hence ii(>.) = A0 . This implies

(100)
Thanks to Theorem 3.4.4 of [Mat90a], this gives the irreduciblity of
H~ie(£("5..)).
Q.E.D.
Remark 5.8.2. Let ), E P~+· From Theorem 5.5.4 it follows that
is almost convergent if and only if Dim£("5..) = dx·

XHffRST(L(>-.))

5.9.

Modular invariant representations in type A

Recall [KW08] that the pair (k, f) is called exceptional if the EulerPoincare character XH~RsT(L(>-.)) is almost convergent for some >. E Prk,
and is either zero or almost convergent for all ), E Prk.
The exceptional pairs are classified in [KW08] in type A: Each admissible number [KW89] k of s[n is written as

(101)

k

+ n = E,
q

p 2:: n,

q 2:: 1,

(p, q) = 1.

For such a k the pair (k, f) is exceptional if and only iff is the nilpotent
element corresponding to the partition (s, q, q, ... , q) (s = n (mod q),

OS:s<q).
The following assertion was implicitly proved9 in [KW08].
Proposition 5.9.1. Let (k, f) be an exceptional pair for s[n· There
is an bijection

Proof.

By Theorem 2.3 of [KW08],

(102)
9 In

the case that

f

is a principal nilpotent element (= the case that q ~ n,

L\ 0 = 0 and L\f =.iS.) Proposition 5.9.1 was proved in [FKW92J.
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Let A. E Mk, wE J.Vf. Since .A+nw- 1 (..6.~) C ~~' (102) gives .A+(A.)n
w- 1 (..6.~) = 0, or equivalently, w o A. E Prk. Because

XH~RST(L(>.)) = XH~RST(L(wo>.))'

(103)

'iw

E

J.Vf,

the element w o A. belongs to Mk· Therefore the shifted action of Wf
preserves Mk. Further, again by (102), it follows that this action of Wf
on Mk is faithful, and that Mk n (Wf o A.)= {A.} for A. E Mk.
Next let k be as in (101). By Lemma 3.1 of [KW08] one has
rank ~(A.) ?: min(n- q, 0) = rank ~ 0 ,

(104)

VA. E Prk.

According to (the proof of) Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 of [KW08], the rank
of any root subsystem in ~\~J is equal to or smaller than rank~ 0 ,
and is equal to rank ~o if and only if it is W f -conjugate to ~o. Thus
for A. E Mk there exists w E J.Vf such that ~(A.) = w(~o), and thus
w- 1 o A. E Mk. This completes the proof.
Q.E.D.
According to [KW08], Theorem 5.7.1 and Proposition 5.9.1 give the
following assertion 10 .
Theorem 5.9.2 (Conjectured by Kac and Wakimoto [KW08]). Let
(k, f) be an exceptional pair for sln. The linear span of the normalized characters of irreducible ordinary Ramond twisted representations
H!fRST(L(A.)) ofWk(sln,f), with A. E Mk, are closed under the natural
action of SL2(Z).

§6.

Proof of Theorem 5.5.3

The proof of Theorem 5.5.3 is essentially the repetition of the argument of §7 of [Ara07]. Therefore we give only the sketch of the proof.
6.1.

Step 1

Let
(105)

c•(Mo(A.)) := Mo(A.)®

f\

.QS?.+•
2

(L!bo).

As in §8.2 of [Ara07], we identify Mo(A.)*® AT+•(Lg>o) with c•(Mo(A.))*
(* is defined in (36)):
(106)

H;'RST(Mo(A.)*) = H.(C.(Mo(A.))*, Q_).

10However the rationality of the simple quotient of Wk (.srn, f) still remains
to be an open problem.
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The differential Q_ acts on c•(M0 (>.))* by
(107)
for¢ E c•(Mo(>.))*, c E c•(Mo(>.)), where

Q+ = (Q~)(o)

(108)

+ x~,

L

X~ =

c;; 1 x(xa)'l/l-a(O).

aEZi.~l

Below we twist the action of c• on c•(M0 (>.)) by the automorphism
defined by

Ja(n)

(109)
(110)

'l/Ja(n)

f--7

-Cw0 (a)'l/J-w 0 (a)(n), 'l/J-a(n)

f--7

-1

f--7

(a E L5..),

-Cw0 (a)Lwo(a)(n)

-cwo(<>)'l/Jw0 (a)(n)

-

(a E ~>o).

Let C.f-(>.) be the C.f--submodule of c•(M0 (>.)) spanned by the vectors
(111)

h

1

(mi) ···Jar (mr )'l/l{J 1 (ni) · · · 'l/J{J. (ns)V>.

with ai E L5..::;o U I and f3i E L5..<o, where V>. is the highest weight vector
of c•(Mo(>.)). As in §3.8, it follows that C.f-(>.) is a subcomplex of
c•(Mo(>.)).
The graded dual space C.f-(>.)* of C.f-(>.) is a quotient complex of
c•(Mo(>.))*. Thus there is a natural map
(112)

H~RST(Mo(>.)*)-+

H.(C.f.(>.)*),

which is a homomorphism of Ramond twisted representations of Wk (g, f).
The action of Wk(g, f) on H.(C.f-(>.)*) is described as follows. The action (109,110) gives a O"R-twisted c•-module structure on c•(Mo(>.))
via the map L!ho defined in §4.3. This gives a O"R-twisted C.f.-module
structure on C.f-(>.), which gives a aR-twisted C.f--module structure on
C.f-(>.)* by

(h(m)Rf)(c) = f(-h(-m)Rc),

('l/la(m)Rf)(c) = f(-'l/Ja(-m)Rc).

It is easily seen that this action induces an action of Wk(g, f)

c C.f- on

H.(C.f-(>.)*).
One has the following assertion (cf. Proposition 8.3.4 of [Ara07]):
Proposition 6.1.1. The map {112) gives the isomorphism
H~RST(Mo(>.)*) ~

ofWk(g, f)-modules.

H.(C.f.(>.)*)

To Arakawa
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6.2.

Step 2

One has

C.f.(A)

=
dE- (>.,D) +Z<:o

Note that the subspace C.f.(A)top = C.f.(A)-(>.,D) is the subcomplex of
(C.f.(A), Q+) spanned by the vectors

(113)
with ai E .3.:s:;o U f, f3i E .3.<o, and hence,

(114)
One has the weight space decomposition

C.f.(A)top

EB

=

C.f.(A)tw

~J.Ef)*

(!\-JL,xo)2:D

Define a decreasing filtration

C.f.(A)top = F°C.f.(A)top

F 1 C.f.(A)top

J

J

0

0

0

of C.f.(A)top by

FPC.f.(A)top =

(115)

EB

C.f.(A)tw

I'E~*

(!\-JL,XQ)2:p

Then

(116)

(Q~)(o)

(117)

X~

o

FPC.f.(A)top

C

FPC.f.(A)t 0 p,

oFPC.f.(A)top C pP+ 1C.f.(A)topo

Let FPC.f.(A) be the subspace of C.f.(A) generated by FPC.f.(A)top
over C.f. One has
0

(118)

C.f.(A)

(119)

nFPC.f.(A)

=

F°C.f.(A)
=

J

F 1 C.f.(A)

J

0

0

0,

0,

p

(120)
(121)

Q+FPC.f.(A) c FPC.f.(A),
a(n) ° FPC.f.(A) C FPC.f.(A)

(a E

C.f., n

E

Z)
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( cf. Proposition 8. 5.3 of [Ara07]).
Let (v Ef•q, dr) be the corresponding spectral sequence:

(122)

vEg·q =

(123)

v Ef'q

FPC~+q(.>..)jFP+lc~+q(.\),

= HP+q(v Eg••).

We do not claim that this spectral sequence converges to H• (C+ (A)).
We will show in Proposition 6.4.2 below that v Er converges to the dual
D(H!RST(Mo(.A)*)) of H!RST(Mo(.A)*).
6.3.

Step 3

Set

Then {FpC+(.>..)*} defines an exhaustive, increasing filtration of the chain
complex {C+(.>..)*} which is obviously bounded below (cf. Lemma 8.5.4
and Proposition 8.5.5 of [Ara07]). It follows that one has the corresponding converging spectral sequence

(125)
Let {FpH!RST(M0 (.\)*)} be the corresponding increasing filtration of
H!RST(Mo(.\)*).
Because the filtration is compatible with the action of the Hamiltonian -D, each E;,q decomposes into eigenspaces of -D as complexes:

EB

E;,q =

(126)

(E;,q)d·

dE-(.X,D)+Z::c:o

It follows that

(127)

EB

E';q =

(E';q)d,

dE-(.\,D)+Z::c:o

and each (Er)d converges to (E 00 )d· In particular one has

(128)

ffi (Eoo)
\J7
p,q top

p+q=n

= {grF H~RST(Mo(.A)*)top if p + q = 0,
0

if p + q oF 0.

by Proposition 5.4.2.
Also by (121) this filtration is compatible with the uwtwisted action of Wk(g, f). Hence each E;,q is a Ramond twisted representation
of Wk(g, f), and the differential dr is a morphism in Wk(g, f)-!JJCo()crR.
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Therefore {FpH~RST(M0 (>.)*)} is a filtration of Ramond twisted representations of Wk(g, f), and the corresponding graded space
grF H~RST(Mo(>.)*) =

EB

E';:q

p+q=O

6.4.

Step 4

Consider the subcomplex

(vEp,q)
0
top

=

(vEp,q)
0
(>.,D)

=

FPCP+q(\)
+ A top jFP+ 1 cp+q(\)
+ A top
(>.-f.J,,Xo)=p

of v E{{'q. By ( 117) one has
(129)

EB

(>.-f.J,,xo)=p

as complexes.
By definition v E{{'• is spanned by the vectors
(130)
with c E (v E{{'.)t 0 p, ai E b..<o U I, f3i E b..<o, and mi, ni < 0. It follows
that each D-eigenspace (v E{{'•)d is finite-dimensional. Thus by Lemma
3.3.1,
(131)
The following assertion follows immediately from (131).
Proposition 6.4.1. One has E~,q = D(v Ef- 1 'q+ 1 ), or equivalently,
1
vEp,q
- D(Ep+l,q-1
)
.
1
-

The following assertion follows from Proposition 6.4.1 by the inductive argument.
Proposition 6.4.2. The spectral sequence v Er converges to D( E=).

The proof of the following assertion is the same as that of Theorem
3.8.1.
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= 0 for p + q i- 0 and there is

of the form

with a fixed PEW basis {ud-nl) ... ui)-nr)} of U(gf®C[r 1 ]t- 1 ).
Here the action ofWk(g, f) on v Ef'-p induced by the O"R-twisted action
of C+ on C+(>.).
Thanks to Proposition 6.4.3 the following assertion follows by induction.
Proposition 6.4.4. There exist isomorphisms of chain complexes

of the form (132) with v E (v Ef,q)top for all r
the linear isomorphism

~ 1.

Therefore one has

of the form (132) with v E (v E~q)top·
By (128) and Proposition 6.4.1 one has

By Proposition 6.4.4 this gives v E~q

= 0 if p + q i- 0,

or equivalently,

(133)
This gives that H!fRST(M0 (>.)*) = 0 for all n i- 0.
Also, from Proposition 6.4.4 if follows that each v E~-p is almost
highest weight. Therefore E:;:_P = grP H[fRST (M0 (>.)*) = D(E~- 1 ,-P+ 1 )
is almost co-highest weight with (Er;:_p)top = (E:;:_p)-(>..,D). Hence
HtfR8T(M0(>.)*) is also co-highest weight.
This completes the proof of (ii) of Theorem 5.5.3.
Q.E.D.
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